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Quantum teleportation is a method for utilizing quantum measurements and the maximally en-
tangled Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen (EPR) pair to transmit an unknown quantum state. It is well
known that all entangled states demonstrate so-called “nonclassical teleportation” that cannot be
simulated by the seminal classical measure-prepare strategy. Herein, we propose a new benchmark
which reveals that not all nonclassical teleportations are truly quantum-mechanical. Rather, there
exists a more robust classical-teleportation model, which includes the measure-prepare mimicry as
a special case, that can describe certain nonclassical teleportations. Invalidating such a general
classical model indicates genuine quantum teleportation wherein both the pair state and the mea-
surement are truly quantum-mechanical. We prove that EPR steering empowers genuine quantum
teleportations, rather than entanglement. The new benchmark can be readily used in practical ex-
periments for ensuring that genuine quantum teleportation is implemented. The results presented
herein provide strict criteria for implementing quantum-information processing where genuine quan-
tum teleportation is indispensable.
I. INTRODUCTION
Transmitting the unknown state of a quantum system
from a sender to a remote receiver without directly send-
ing the system itself is made possible by quantum telepor-
tation [1]. The procedure of teleporting quantum states
exploits both quantum measurements [2] and the quan-
tum correlation of the Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen (EPR)
pair [3]. See Fig. 1a. Quantum teleportation is a novel
means of communication that has no classical analogues,
and moreover, provides a new method for coherently ma-
nipulating quantum states. Efforts to explore the possi-
bilities provided by teleportation have led to the develop-
ment of many feasible techniques for engineering quan-
tum systems [4–9] and have facilitated a deeper under-
standing of quantum information [10–12].
Quantum teleportation constitutes the essential ele-
ments required to perform a range of quantum compu-
tation and quantum-information tasks. In particular,
to construct a large-scale quantum computing processor
with a quantum modular architecture [13, 14], teleporta-
tion is needed to integrate the various modules [15, 16].
Furthermore, teleportation can be extended to send con-
trolled gates across different modules of a quantum pro-
cessor to realize universal quantum computation [17, 18].
Finally, teleportation is essential for realizing modular ar-
chitectures of quantum networks by which spatially sep-
arated quantum nodes can communicate with each other
[19]. While there exist many enabling advances for quan-
tum teleportation, ideal teleportation is considered to be
the default therein. Identifying quantum teleportation
for real-world implementation [12, 20–29], therefore, is
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not only significant in its own right, but also fundamen-
tal in releasing the true power of quantum-information
processing.
The measure-prepare strategy [12, 30] offers a semi-
nal paradigm for transmitting unknown quantum states
in the absence of EPR pairs. In particular, the unknown
quantum states are measured by the sender to infer what
the input must have been, and the receiver then prepares
the output state accordingly. Evaluating whether an ex-
perimental teleportation can outperform this mimicry to
serve as a so-called nonclassical teleportation has become
a widely-used reliability standard for teleportation ex-
periments [31–37]. Such an evaluation has also led to
significant research on what physical resources are actu-
ally required to achieve nonclassical teleportation [38].
For example, it was recently reported by Cavalcanti et
al. [39] that, once the pair shared between the sender
and receiver is entangled, nonclassical teleportation can
be demonstrated under partial Bell-state measurement
(BSM).
Driven by the desire to ultimately identify quantum
teleportation, we consider herein the following fundamen-
tal question:
To what extent can teleportation be performed without
using the quantum resource of EPR pairs?
The answer has a profound effect on how quantum tele-
portation can be faithfully realized, and leads naturally
to the next question:
Can all entangled states enable genuine quantum tele-
portation that outperforms such general classical telepor-
tation?
To address these questions, we begin by introducing a
novel classical-teleportation model to simulate quantum
teleportation without the use of EPR pairs. We fur-
ther introduce a new benchmark consisting of fidelity
criteria and quantitative identifications for unambigu-
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FIG. 1. Quantum and classical teleportation. a Quantum teleportation. The sender, Alice, and, receiver, Bob first share
an Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen (EPR) pair. Alice performs Bell-state measurement on the unknown transmitted qubit (with
input state |m〉) and half of the entangled pair held by her in the basis of Bell states: {|φ+〉 , |φ−〉 , |ψ+〉 , |ψ−〉}, where |φ±〉 ≡
(|00〉±|11〉)/√2 and |ψ±〉 ≡ (|01〉±|10〉)/√2. She then sends her measurement result to Bob over a classical channel. Depending
on Alice’s outcome, Bob performs the local Pauli operations I,X, Y, and Z on his half of the entangled pair to recover the
unknown state. b Measure-prepare strategy. Alice directly measures |m〉 for an observable Ak′ and then sends the result ak′
to Bob to prepare the corresponding state |ak′〉〈ak′ | as the output state. Alice’s measurements make the input states classical
in the sense that the system is composed of pre-existing states, λ(ak′). After many rounds of measurements, Alice obtains the
average output state ρm (see Eq. (3) with pk′ = 1). c Generic classical teleportation. The input state |m〉 undergoes a generic
physical process and decays into a classical state that can be described by a pre-existing state λAξ (a1, a2, a3). The state λ
A
ξ
correlates to the output state of Bob’s particle, ρBξ . The final states, ρout,m, created from the mixture of the states, [λ
A
ξ ; ρ
B
ξ ],
are used to construct the process matrix, χCT. See Eqs. (7) and (8) for details. d Utility of the generic classical teleportation
(χCT). Since such a process reveals the extent to which teleportation can be performed with the classical particle pairs of states
[λAξ ; ρ
B
ξ ] (c), it provides a classical-teleportation model by which experiments (χexpt) can be quantified to show the amounts of
genuine quantum teleportation and classical teleportation.
ously determining the extent to which classical meth-
ods can optimally mimic quantum teleportation. We
show that measure-prepare mimicry [30], including the
extended version introduced by Cavalcanti et al. [39], is a
special case of this general classical-teleportation model.
We then use these results to answer the second ques-
tion, and show that EPR steering powers genuine quan-
tum teleportation, rather than entanglement. Finally,
we illustrate the application of our proposed formalism
through several concrete examples, including its appli-
cation to present teleportation experiments. We demon-
strate that the standard criterion for surpassing the max-
imum average fidelity between the teleported states and
target states that can be achieved using measure-prepare
mimicry, i.e., F¯expt,s > 2/3 ∼ 0.667 [30, 39], does not
guarantee the existence of genuine quantum teleporta-
tion that outperforms the introduced classical teleporta-
tion. We further show that a stricter fidelity criterion of
F¯expt,s > 0.789 is required for implementing such high-
quality teleportation.
II. RESULTS
A. Characterizing teleportation processes
In order to make the proposed framework amenable to
a wide variety of circumstances and applications in prac-
tical experiments [9, 12, 31, 33–35], we systematically
exploit experimentally measurable quantities and then
completely characterize the teleportation process using
quantum process tomography (QPT) [40, 41]. Moreover,
we consider a general scenario wherein there exists a ver-
ifier, Victor, who follows a specific protocol to examine
experimental teleportation [12]. We assume that Victor
randomly provides Alice with the following four states as
input states of teleportation: |0〉, |1〉, |+〉, and |R〉, where
|+〉 = (|0〉+ |1〉)/√2, |R〉 = (|0〉+ i |1〉)/√2, and |0〉 and
|1〉 constitute an orthonormal basis. Since the states are
randomly chosen by Victor, the input states are unknown
to Alice and the receiver, Bob, in each round of the ex-
perimental teleportation. Then, Victor receives the out-
put states from Bob and performs state tomography [41]
on the output states following the QPT protocol. Af-
ter many runs of experiments, Victor can fully describe
the teleportation process by a positive Hermitian process
matrix, denoted as χexpt. That is, χexpt is constructed
from the output states, ρout,m, conditioned on the input
states ρin,m = |m〉〈m| for m = 0, 1,+, and R, and has
the form:
χexpt =
1
2
[
ρout,0 ρout,+ + iρout,R − I˜out
ρout,+ − iρout,R − I˜†out ρout,1
]
,
(1)
where I˜out = e
ipi/4(ρout,0 + ρout,1)/
√
2. (See Methods
for full derivation of Eq. (1).) In the ideal case where
ρout,m = ρin,m, ideal teleportation (Fig. 1a) is described
3by
χI=
1
2
[ |0〉〈0| |+〉〈+|+i |R〉〈R|−Iˆ
|+〉〈+|−i |R〉〈R|−Iˆ† |1〉〈1|
]
,
(2)
where Iˆ = eipi/4I/
√
2 and I is the identity matrix.
It is worth noting that the manner in which the in-
put system evolves from ρin,m to ρout,m can be speci-
fied by the process matrix χexpt through the mapping
χexpt(ρin,m) = ρout,m, where this mapping preserves the
Hermiticity, trace and positivity of the original density
matrix of the system. Furthermore, χexpt is experimen-
tally measurable if quantum state tomography [41] can
be implemented with specific quantum measurements to
obtain ρout,m. (See the practical measurement of χexpt
in the existing experiments reported in [12, 31, 33–35].)
We will hereafter use a process matrix to refer to a tele-
portation process within the text.
B. Implication of measure-prepare strategy
To consider the extent to which teleportation can be
implemented in the absence of EPR pairs, let us first re-
visit the basic ideas of the measure-prepare strategy [30]
in mimicking quantum teleportation. In such a situa-
tion, Alice measures the unknown input state directly,
and then sends the results via a classical communica-
tion channel to Bob to prepare the output state. Sup-
pose that, in each measurement round, Alice chooses a
physical property, Ak, for the measurement on the in-
put state |m〉. Alice then obtains an outcome, ak, where
ak ∈ {+1,−1}, from which Bob prepares the output state
as the eigenstate, |ak〉, of the observable for Ak. After
many rounds of measurements under the same input state
|m〉, and taking all of Bob’s final states into account, the
average output state from the measure-prepare procedure
can be obtained as
ρm =
∑
k
pk
∑
ak
pak,m |ak〉〈ak| , (3)
where pk is the probability of choosing the kth observable
Ak for measurement, and pak,m = |〈ak|m〉|2 describes the
probability of observing ak when the state being mea-
sured is |m〉 under the chosen Ak. The derivation of ρm
is shown in Methods.
When averaged uniformly over all the possible input
states |m〉, the average state fidelity of |m〉 and the out-
put states ρm is F¯expt,s = 2/3 [30]. Moreover, according
to the relation between the average state fidelity, F¯expt,s,
and the process fidelity, Fexpt ≡ tr(χIχexpt), by [44]
F¯expt,s =
1
3
(2Fexpt + 1), (4)
where the process fidelity for the measure-prepare process
is
Fexpt =
1
2
. (5)
In other words, from the process viewpoint, the similar-
ity between measure-prepare mimicry and ideal quantum
teleportation is 50%.
Alice’s measurement processes make the input states
classical such that the output states ρm can be de-
scribed by classical realistic theory. For illustration
purposes, let us assume that only one observable, say
Ak′ , is of interest. The average output state from the
measure-prepare procedure, Eq. (3), then becomes ρm =∑
ak′
pak′ ,m |ak′〉〈ak′ |. One can think of ρm as an exper-
imental output composed of pre-existing states, denoted
by λ(ak′), with a probability distribution pak′ ,m. In other
words, once we have the pre-existing recipe of λ(ak′) with
the probability distribution pak′ ,m for state preparation,
the output state, ρm, can be prepared accordingly by
incoherently mixing the states |ak′〉. Obviously, λ(ak′)
exists independently of observation; after all, the pre-
scribed information about ak′ is already shown in the
pre-existing recipe (see Fig. 1b). This implication of the
measure-prepare strategy motivates our present investi-
gation of general physical processes that can cause the
input states to become classical, and in particular, our
search for associated overall input-output processes that
optimally mimic quantum teleportation.
C. General model of classical teleportation
In our classical-teleportation model, first, we assume
that the input particle with a state ρin,m undergoes a
generic physical process and decays into a classical sys-
tem which possesses a pre-existing state λAξ (a1, a2, a3) c.
Since the general tomographic characterization of exper-
imental teleportation in Eq. (1) involves three physical
properties of input states, the possible measurement out-
comes a1, a2, a3 ∈ {+1,−1} for the three particle proper-
ties A1, A2 and A3, respectively, are used to characterize
the pre-existing states. See Fig. 1c.
Second, the state λAξ of the decayed particle corre-
sponds to the output state of the particle on Bob’s side,
which is described by a density operator, ρBξ . Combin-
ing all possible measurement outcomes of the pre-existing
states with Bob’s corresponding particle states ρBξ , there
exist the following eight possible states describing the
particle pair:
[λA1 (+1,+1,+1); ρ
B
1 ], [λ
A
2 (+1,+1,−1); ρB2 ],
[λA3 (+1,−1,+1); ρB3 ], [λA4 (+1,−1,−1); ρB4 ],
[λA5 (−1,+1,+1); ρB5 ], [λA6 (−1,+1,−1); ρB6 ], (6)
[λA7 (−1,−1,+1); ρB7 ], [λA8 (−1,−1,−1); ρB8 ].
When the particle pairs probabilistically decay into one
of the above states with a probability distribution P (λAξ ),
the final state is a mixture of [λAξ ; ρ
B
ξ ] in general.
Finally, according to the overall input-output process
described above, the four output states ρout,m used for
4constructing the process matrix [Eq. (1)] are
ρ0=
∑
ξ=1,3,5,72P (λ
A
ξ )ρ
B
ξ , ρ1=
∑
ξ=2,4,6,82P (λ
A
ξ )ρ
B
ξ ,
ρ+=
∑
ξ=1,2,3,42P (λ
A
ξ )ρ
B
ξ , ρR=
∑
ξ=1,2,5,62P (λ
A
ξ )ρ
B
ξ .(7)
It is assumed that the properties A1, A2 and A3 cor-
respond to the observed Pauli-X, Pauli-Y and Pauli-Z
matrices, respectively. From Eqs. (1) and (7), classical
teleportation is then tomographically characterized by
χCT =
1
2
[
ρ0 ρ+ + iρR − I˜C
ρ+ − iρR − I˜†C ρ1
]
, (8)
where I˜C = e
ipi/4(ρ0 + ρ1)/
√
2.
The above general model of classical teleportation gen-
eralizes the concepts and methods for describing and im-
plementing classical processes given in existing models,
which specify a classical process by describing a single
system’s initial state and its evolution [26, 28]. Herein,
we show that particle pairs with the state [λAξ ; ρ
B
ξ ] (6)
can be used to describe and implement a classical pro-
cess (Figs. 1c, d). As will be shown later, this important
feature of the introduced model not only makes it possi-
ble to explore the extent to which teleportation can be
performed with classical particle pairs, but also enables
a strict examination of what state resources of particle
pairs are required to achieve truly nonclassical teleporta-
tion.
D. Genuine quantum teleportation and its
identification and quantification
Suppose that the process fidelity of experimental tele-
portation χexpt and ideal teleportation, χI, Fexpt, is used
to evaluate the performance of the experimental telepor-
tation. If χexpt can surpass any classical teleportation
χCT by
Fexpt > FCT ≡ max
χCT
tr(χCTχI), (9)
then χexpt is qualified as genuine quantum teleportation.
In other words, the constituents of χexpt, such as the
measurement for BSM and the pair shared between Alice
and Bob, are truly quantum-mechanical.
The ability of classical teleportation can be evaluated
by performing the following mathematical maximiza-
tion task via semi-definite programming (SDP) [45, 46]:
maxχ˜CT tr(χ˜CTχI), such that χ˜CT ≥ 0 and tr(χ˜CT) = 1,
where χ˜CT is an unnormalized process matrix, and the
two constraints ensure that χCT satisfies the definitions
of both the process fidelity and the density operator. The
best ability of classical teleportation to optimally mimic
ideal teleportation is
FCT ∼ 0.683. (10)
Through Eq. (4), the criterion for genuine quantum tele-
portation (9) with Eq. (10) can be rephrased in terms of
the average state fidelity, F¯expt,s, as
F¯expt,s >
1
3
(2FCT + 1) ∼ 0.789. (11)
Compared to the criterion for outperforming the classical
measure-prepare strategy, i.e., F¯expt,s > 2/3 ∼ 0.667 [30]
(equivalently, Fexpt > 1/2; see Eq. (5)), a stricter cri-
terion (11) is required for identifying genuine quantum
teleportation.
In addition to revealing genuine quantum teleporta-
tion with the process fidelity criterion (9), two additional
methods can also be used to quantitatively describe the
difference between genuine quantum teleportation and
classical teleportation, χCT:
(a) Any χexpt can be represented as
χexpt = αχQT + (1− α)χCT, (12)
where χQT denotes a process that cannot be described at
all by χCT, such as ideal teleportation χI, and the quan-
tum composition, α, describes the minimum amount
of χQT that can be found in χexpt. See Fig. 1d. The
quantum composition α can be obtained by minimizing
the following quantity via SDP: α = minχ˜CT 1− tr(χ˜CT)
such that χ˜CT ≥ 0 and χexpt − χ˜CT ≥ 0, where the
unnormalized process matrix χ˜CT possesses the property
tr(χ˜CT) = tr[(1 − α)χCT] = 1 − α. Note that the
constraint χexpt − χ˜CT ≥ 0 ensures that χQT is positive
semi-definite.
(b) An experimental process can be characterized by the
minimum amount of noise process, called the quantum
robustness and denoted by β, which must be added such
that χexpt becomes classical, i.e.,
(χexpt + βχ
′)
(1 + β)
= χCT, (13)
where χ′ is the noise process. See Fig. 1d. The quantum
robustness, β, can be obtained by minimizing the
following quantity via SDP: β = minχ˜CT tr(χ˜CT) − 1
such that χ˜CT ≥ 0, tr(χ˜CT) ≥ 1 and χ˜CT − χexpt ≥ 0,
where χ˜CT = (1 + β)χCT and tr(χ˜CT) = 1 + β. The
constraints tr(χ˜CT) ≥ 1 and χ˜CT − χexpt ≥ 0 ensure
that β ≥ 0 and χ′ is positive semi-definite, respectively.
Both methods are helpful for distinguishing between
truly quantum teleportation and classical mimicries. In
particular, if an experiment shows that α = 0 and β = 0,
χexpt is identified as classical teleportation, χCT. On the
other hand, if α, β > 0 and Fexpt > 0.683, then χexpt is
genuine quantum teleportation close to χI. Notably, the
values of α and β determine the extent of quantumness.
For example, when α = 1, β ∼ 0.464, and Fexpt = 1, the
process can be quantified as ideal teleportation.
5E. Measure-prepare processes as special cases of
χCT
We will show that the general classical-teleportation
model χCT (8) can describe the measure-prepare
mimicry model [30], including the extended version
introduced in Ref. [39]. Moreover, we will prove that our
classical-teleportation model outperforms such mimicry
and achieves a better simulation of ideal teleportation.
(a) Measure-prepare strategy. If there exists a cheat
who utilizes the measure-prepare strategy in experiments
where QPT is used to characterize experimental telepor-
tation [12, 31, 33–35], Alice’s measurements, which are
randomly chosen with regard to the input states: |0〉, |1〉,
|+〉, and |R〉, cause Victor’s input state |m〉 to decay to
ρm =
1
3
(
∑
a1
pa1,m |a1〉〈a1|+
∑
a2
pa2,m |a2〉〈a2|
+
∑
a3
pa3,m |a3〉〈a3|), (14)
where |a1〉, |a2〉, and |a3〉 denote the eigenstates for
the Pauli-X, Pauli-Y , and Pauli-Z matrices, respec-
tively. Note that the Pauli matrices have the follow-
ing spectral decompositions: X = |+〉〈+| − |−〉〈−|,
Y = |R〉〈R| − |L〉〈L| and Z = |0〉〈0| − |1〉〈1|, where
|−〉 = (|0〉−|1〉)/√2 and |L〉 = (|0〉−i |1〉)/√2. Each con-
stituent,
∑
ak
pak,m |ak〉〈ak| is the average output state
obtained from measurements of the physical property Ak
with a randomly chosen probability 1/3. See Eq. (3). Us-
ing our classical-teleportation model, such output states
can be fully described by Eq. (7), with P (λAξ ) = 1/8 for
ξ = 1, 2, ..., 8, and
ρB1 =
|0〉〈0|+|+〉〈+|+|R〉〈R|
3 , ρ
B
2 =
|1〉〈1|+|+〉〈+|+|R〉〈R|
3 ,
ρB3 =
|0〉〈0|+|+〉〈+|+|L〉〈L|
3 , ρ
B
4 =
|1〉〈1|+|+〉〈+|+|L〉〈L|
3 ,
ρB5 =
|0〉〈0|+|−〉〈−|+|R〉〈R|
3 , ρ
B
6 =
|1〉〈1|+|−〉〈−|+|R〉〈R|
3 ,
ρB7 =
|0〉〈0|+|−〉〈−|+|L〉〈L|
3 , ρ
B
8 =
|1〉〈1|+|−〉〈−|+|L〉〈L|
3 .(15)
Let us take |m〉 = |0〉 chosen by Victor as the input
state for illustration purposes. According to Eq. (14), the
state after Alice’s measurements decays to ρ0 = (|0〉〈0|+
I)/3. This state is identical to the result derived from
Eqs. (7) and (15) by
ρ0 =
1
4
∑
ξ=1,3,5,7
ρBξ
=
1
6
(2 |0〉〈0|+ |+〉〈+|+ |−〉〈−|+ |R〉〈R|+ |L〉〈L|)
=
1
3
(|0〉〈0|+ I).
For the other input states, the corresponding output
states, ρm = (|m〉〈m|+I)/3, can be described in the same
manner by using the general model of classical telepor-
tation. The measure-prepare process for teleportation,
therefore, is a special case of classical teleportation χCT
(8) with the following process matrix
χCT,MP =
1
6
[ |0〉〈0|+ I |+〉〈+|+i |R〉〈R|−Iˆ
|+〉〈+|−i |R〉〈R|−Iˆ† |1〉〈1|+ I
]
.
(16)
In addition to this instance of classical teleportation, as
shown below, all possible circumstances involving the
measure-prepare strategy [39] can be explained using the
classical-teleportation model, and the associated telepor-
tation can be tomographically described by Eq. (8).
Since χCT,MP is classical, we have α = 0 and β = 0. In
particular, the measure-prepare process, χCT,MP, is not
an optimal classical teleportation. That is, its process
fidelity of χI and χCT,MP is smaller than the best simi-
larity, FCT (10), that can be achieved by χCT, i.e.,
Fexpt,MP ≡ tr(χIχCT,MP) = 0.5 < 0.683, (17)
where the process fidelity, Fexpt,MP, is consistent with
the existing threshold obtained by the measure-prepare
method [30] (see also Eq. (5)). It is possible that, while a
demonstrated teleportation by entangled pairs has a pro-
cess fidelity Fexpt with the quality: 0.5 < Fexpt ≤ 0.683,
and thus surpasses the measure-prepare mimicry, it
still can be fully described by the general classical tele-
portation, χCT (8). (See the example provided in Fig. 3.)
(b) Measure-prepare model extended by Cavalcanti et
al. [39]. Compared to the ordinary measure-prepare
model where there are no pairs shared between Alice
and Bob, in the extended measure-prepare model [39],
Alice and Bob share particle pairs in separable states,
ρAB =
∑
κ pκρ
A
κ ⊗ ρBκ . Moreover, in extending the di-
rect measurements to the unknown states ρin,m in the
ordinary measure-prepare strategy, Alice first measures
the input states ρin,m from Victor and her share of the
pair with the POVM elements MV Aa and obtains the out-
come a with a probability P (a|m). The unnormalized
teleported state at Bob’s side is then given as
ρ˜out,m,a = trV A[(M
V A
a ⊗ IB)(ρin,m ⊗ ρAB)]
= trV [M
V B
a (ρin,m ⊗ IB)], (18)
where the operator MV Ba is defined as
MV Ba = trA[(M
V A
a ⊗ IB)(IV ⊗ ρAB)]
=
∑
κ
pκtrA[(M
V A
a ⊗ IB)(IV ⊗ ρAκ ⊗ ρBκ )]
=
∑
κ
pκM
V
a|κ ⊗ ρBκ , (19)
and MVa|κ = trA[M
V A
a (I
V ⊗ ρAκ )]; see Eq. (5) in Ref. [39]
for more details. The probability P (a|m) is the normal-
ization factor tr(ρ˜out,m,a), i.e., P (a|m) = tr(ρ˜out,m,a),
and the normalized teleported state is
ρout,m,a =
ρ˜out,m,a
P (a|m) . (20)
6After Bob receives the measurement outcomes from Al-
ice, he corrects the states ρout,m,a with the unitary op-
erator Ua for each measurement outcome a and obtains
the output states
ρout,m =
∑
a
P (a|m)Uaρout,m,aU†a . (21)
To show that the teleported state in Eq. (21) can be
described by our classical-teleportation model, let us
consider the same examples of Alice’s measurements
MV Aa as those discussed by Cavalcanti et al. [39, 47]:
(i) Product measurement. The POVM elements MV Aa in
the form of product measurement are MV Aa = M
V
a ⊗MAa ,
where MVa and M
A
a are measurement operators acting on
the state to be teleported and Alice’s half of the shared
pair with the measurement outcome a. The outcome
states in Eq. (21) at Bob’s side become
ρout,m =
∑
a
P (a|m)UaρBa U†a , (22)
where P (a|m) = tr(MVa ρin,m) and
ρBa =
∑
κ pκtr(M
A
a ρ
A
κ )ρ
B
κ∑
κ pκtr(M
A
a ρ
A
κ )
. (23)
The output states in (22) can be described by our
classical-teleportation model in (6) and (7) with
P (λAξ ) =
1
8
(24)
for ξ = 1, 2, ..., 8, and Bob’s particle states ρBξ ,
ρB1 =
∑
a[P (a|0) + P (a|+) + P (a|R)− 2P (a)]UaρBa U†a ,
ρB2 =
∑
a[P (a|1) + P (a|+) + P (a|R)− 2P (a)]UaρBa U†a ,
ρB3 =
∑
a[P (a|0) + P (a|+) + P (a|L)− 2P (a)]UaρBa U†a ,
ρB4 =
∑
a[P (a|1) + P (a|+) + P (a|L)− 2P (a)]UaρBa U†a ,
ρB5 =
∑
a[P (a|0) + P (a|−) + P (a|R)− 2P (a)]UaρBa U†a ,
ρB6 =
∑
a[P (a|1) + P (a|−) + P (a|R)− 2P (a)]UaρBa U†a ,
ρB7 =
∑
a[P (a|0) + P (a|−) + P (a|L)− 2P (a)]UaρBa U†a ,
ρB8 =
∑
a[P (a|1) + P (a|−) + P (a|L)− 2P (a)]UaρBa U†a ,
(25)
where P (a) = (P (a|0) + P (a|1))/2 = (P (a|+) +
P (a|−))/2 = (P (a|R) + P (a|L))/2.
Let us take |m〉 = |+〉 for illustration purposes. From
Eqs. (7) and (25), the output state is
ρout,+ =
1
4
∑
ξ=1,2,3,4
ρBξ
=
∑
a
[
1
2
(P (a|0) + P (a|1)) + P (a|+)
+
1
2
(P (a|R) + P (a|L))− 2P (a)]UaρBa U†a
=
∑
a
P (a|+)UaρBa U†a ,
which shows that the output states ρout,+ in (22) can be
described by P (λAξ ) and ρ
B
ξ in (25). For the other input
states, the corresponding output states, ρout,m (22), can
be described in the same manner by using our classical-
teleportation model. (See Methods for a complete proof.)
(ii) Bell-state measurement. For a partial Bell-state mea-
surement with measurement operators MV A1 = |φ+〉〈φ+|
and MV A2 = I − |φ+〉〈φ+|, the corresponding MVa|κ in
Eq. (19) can be represented by the transpose of ρAκ , i.e.,
MV1|κ = ρ
AT
κ and M
V
2|κ = I − ρATκ . We then have the
following operators MV Ba (19): M
V B
1 =
∑
κ pκρ
AT
κ ⊗ ρBκ
and MV B2 =
∑
κ pκ(I − ρATκ )⊗ ρBκ .
As the measurement outcome is a = a′, through
Eqs. (18) and (20), the output states ρout,m,a′ of the in-
put states ρin,m = |m〉〈m| are
ρout,m,a′ =
1
P (m|a′)
∑
κ
pκtr(M
V
a′|κ |m〉〈m|)ρBκ
=
1
P (m|a′)
∑
κ
pκP (m|κ, a′)ρBκ , (26)
where P (m|a′) = ∑κ pκP (m|κ, a′). We have
P (m|κ, 1) = tr(ρATκ |m〉〈m|) for a′ = 1 and P (m|κ, 2) =
1−tr(ρATκ |m〉〈m|) for a′ = 2. The output states (26) con-
ditioned on a′ can be described by our classical model,
(6) and (7), under the distribution
P (λAξ |a′) =
∑
κ
P (λAξ , κ|a′) (27)
and
ρBξ,a′ =
1
P (λAξ |a′)
∑
κ
pκP (λ
A
ξ |κ, a′)ρBκ , (28)
where P (λAξ |a′) and ρBξ,a′ denote the pre-existing recipe
of classical teleportation used in case a′; see Methods.
Take |m〉 = |+〉 for illustration purposes. By substituting
Eqs. (27) and (28) into Eq. (7), we have the same result
of Eq. (26) by
ρout,+,a′ =
∑
ξ=1,2,3,4
2P (λAξ |a′)ρBξ,a′
=
∑
ξ=1,2,3,4
2
∑
κ
pκP (λ
A
ξ |κ, a′)ρBκ
= 2
8∑
ξ=1
∑
κ
pκP (λ
A
ξ |κ, a′)P (+|λAξ , κ, a′)ρBκ
=
1
P (m|a′)
∑
κ
pκP (+|κ, a′)ρBκ ,
under the assumption of a uniform distribution of the
input states for QPT, i.e., P (m|a′) = 1/2.
When taking the correction Ua for each case a in
Eq. (21) into account, the output states ρout,m, which
7are the linear combination of Uaρout,m,aU
†
a , become
ρout,m =
∑
a
P (a|m)Ua
∑
ξ|m
2P (λAξ |a)ρBξ,a
U†a
=
∑
ξ|m
∑
a
2P (λAξ , a)Uaρ
B
ξ,aU
†
a , (29)
where ξ|m denotes the pre-existing states λAξ that pos-
sess a certain measurement result m, e.g., ξ|+ = 1, 2, 3, 4
indicates that the states λA1 , λ
A
2 , λ
A
3 , and λ
A
4 have the
measurement outcome a1 = 1, i.e., m = +. (see Eqs. (6)
and (7).) The output states ρout,m can thus be expressed
in the form of (7) with
P (λAξ ) =
∑
a
P (λAξ , a), (30)
and
ρBξ =
∑
a
P (a|λAξ )UaρBξ,aU†a . (31)
(See Methods for a more detailed explanation.)
From examples (i) and (ii), we conclude that the ex-
tended measure-prepare model proposed in Ref. [39],
where separable states are used as the source, can always
be described by our classical-teleportation model. That
is, Alice’s measurements on the unknown input state and
her particle of the shared pair in a separable state make
the state of Bob’s particle classical as though the telepor-
tation output were composed of pre-existing states. Since
processes that can be described by such a model are clas-
sical, we have α = 0 and β = 0. In particular, the best ca-
pability of the extended measure-prepare model to mimic
ideal teleportation in terms of the process fidelity and
average state fidelity are Fexpt = 1/2 and F¯expt,s = 2/3
[39], as obtained via SDP that conditioned on separa-
ble states as shared pairs. Our classical-teleportation
model outperforms such mimicry and can achieve a bet-
ter simulation of ideal teleportation, as shown in Eqs.
(10) and (11).
F. State resources required for genuine quantum
teleportation
To examine the state resources of particle pairs re-
quired to enable genuine quantum teleportation, we as-
sume that the EPR pair used for teleportation (Fig. 1a) is
replaced by a pair with an unknown experimental state,
denoted as ρexpt. See Fig. 1d. Moreover, we suppose
that all the other elements required for the teleportation
process are ideal. In the following, we use the process fi-
delity criterion (9) to show that, as ρexpt possesses EPR
steerability, the resulting teleportation outperforms gen-
eral classical teleportation.
First, if the state ρexpt is used for teleportation under
the assumptions given above, the corresponding process
2Neg 
SW
2N
eg
, S
W
FIG. 2. Entanglement and steerability of ρW(pnoise). We
use the negativity, Neg(ρW) ≡ (tr
√
(ρTAW )
†ρTAW − 1)/2 [54],
to measure the entanglement of ρW, where ρ
TA
W denotes the
partial transpose of ρW. In addition, we use the steerable
weight, SW (ρW) [49], to quantify the steerability of ρW. A
steering experiment can be completely characterized by an
“assemblage” {ρak|k}ak,k, i.e., the set of unnormalized states
which Alice steers Bob into, where k denotes Alice’s choice
of measurement setting Ak and ak represents the measure-
ment outcome. Here, we consider the Pauli matrices, X,
Y and Z, as the observables for Alice’s measurements per-
formed on her half of the qubit pair of ρW. The assemblage
ρak|k can be decomposed as ρak|k = µρ
US
ak|k + (1 − µ)ρSak|k ∀
ak, k, where {ρUSak|k}ak,k ({ρSak|k}ak,k) denotes the unsteerable
(steerable) assemblage and 0 ≤ µ ≤ 1. SW (ρW) is defined
as SW (ρW) = 1− µ∗, where µ∗ denotes the maximum µ and
can be obtained from SDP; see [49] for more details. That
is, SW (ρW) quantifies the minimum amount of steerable re-
source needed to reproduce the given assemblage {ρak|k}ak,k.
fidelity, Fexpt, will be equal to the state fidelity of ρexpt
and the ideal state of the EPR pair, defined by the equa-
tion Fs ≡ tr(ρexpt|φ+〉〈φ+|). (See Methods for associated
derivation.) This implies that the process fidelity crite-
rion (9) can be rephrased as
Fs = Fexpt > FCT ∼ 0.683. (32)
In other words, if a particle pair possesses a state which
satisfies the above criterion, then Alice and Bob can per-
form genuine quantum teleportation.
Second, since the pre-existing state λAξ of Alice’s parti-
cle determines the specific output state of Bob’s particle,
ρBξ , the description of the particle-pair state related to
Eq. (6) can be understood by a local hidden state model
[48–52], where ρBξ denotes a local hidden state (LHS). In
general, a particle pair by which Alice can control Bob’s
particle to invalidate the prediction of the LHS model is
said to possess EPR steerability. By contrast, the LHS
model constrains particle-pair states to be unsteerable.
Third, the criterion for the state fidelity Fs (32) can
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FIG. 3. Identifying genuine quantum teleportation under a noisy entanglement source. In particular, an experimental tele-
portation χexpt(pnoise) is affected by contaminated EPR pairs ρW(pnoise) (33). a The degraded teleportation can be evaluated
using the process fidelity criterion (9), α (12) and β (13). b Tomographic details of the noisy teleportation processes. The
process matrices of teleportation under four different noise intensities in a are demonstrated. Here, χexpt(0) = χI (see Eq. (2)),
and χexpt(0.667) has the same form as χCT,MP (16). The manner in which χexpt(0.5) can be represented as a χCT is shown in
Methods.
also be utilized to certify EPR steering. As shown in
Ref. [53], the maximum state fidelity between ρexpt and
|φ+〉 that can be achieved using unsteerable states un-
der the LHS model (6) is FCT. In other words, satisfy-
ing criterion (32) indicates that ρexpt has EPR steerabil-
ity. Therefore, EPR steering empowers genuine quantum
teleportations. Compared to the process fidelity criterion
introduced in Ref. [26], i.e., Fexpt > 0.683, which identi-
fies whether an experimental teleportation can go beyond
the simulation of classical evolution, the present model
strictly examines the state resources required to achieve
genuine quantum teleportation.
The maximum state fidelity Fs that can be attained
using separable states is only 0.5. For particle pairs with
0.5 < Fs ≤ 0.683, the pairs are entangled, but their re-
sulting teleportations do not surpass the general classical
teleportation. In other words, not all entangled states
can facilitate genuine quantum teleportation. For ex-
ample, as will be illustrated later (see Figs. 2 and 3 and
the related discussions), entangled but unsteerable states
can be used to perform nonclassical teleportation with re-
spect to the measure-prepare method, but are ineffective
in achieving genuine quantum teleportation.
G. Examples of identifying genuine quantum
teleportation
(a) Teleportation implemented with contaminated EPR
pairs. Any noise process due to environmental interac-
tions or imperfections which arise in actual implementa-
tions can decrease the amount of genuine quantum tele-
portation present in an experimental teleportation. At
worst, the experimental results can be fully explained us-
ing the classical-teleportation model; in particular, χexpt
is a process matrix of classical teleportation, χCT (8)
(Fig. 1d).
Here, we assume that the EPR pair |φ+〉 used for tele-
portation (Fig. 1a) is contaminated by white noise and
becomes
ρW(pnoise) = (1− pnoise) |φ+〉〈φ+|+ pnoise
4
I ⊗ I, (33)
where pnoise denotes the intensity of the white noise. Fig-
ure 2 illustrates the change in the entanglement and EPR
steerability of ρW with the noise intensity. Note that the
entanglement is measured by the negativity [54], Neg,
and the steerability is quantified by the steerable weight
[49], SW . As shown, ρW(pnoise) is identified as entan-
gled for 0 ≤ pnoise < 0.667 and as a steerable state for
0 ≤ pnoise < 0.423. Notably, ρW(pnoise) is entangled but
unsteerable for 0.423 ≤ pnoise < 0.667.
To examine the effect of a noisy entanglement source,
we suppose that all the other operations for teleporta-
tion are ideal, e.g., BSM. (See the scenario considered
for Eq. (32) where ρexpt = ρW(pnoise).) Genuine quan-
tum teleportation present in experimental processes un-
der these conditions, denoted by χexpt(pnoise), can be
characterized quantitatively by the fidelity criterion (9),
α (12) and β (13). See Fig. 3. For 0 ≤ pnoise < 0.423,
χexpt(pnoise) is identified as genuine quantum teleporta-
tion, under the steerable state, ρW(pnoise) (see Fig. 2).
It is worth noting that, when the noise intensity,
pnoise, lies in the range 0.423 ≤ pnoise < 0.667, i.e.,
0.5 < Fs ≤ 0.683, the corresponding state of the
shared pair ρW(pnoise) is identified as entangled but
9TABLE I. Identifying genuine quantum teleportation in practical experiments. With the process fidelity criterion given in
Eq. (9), we illustrate herein the examination outcomes of experimental teleportations performed with five different quantum
teleportation technologies. For the case where the process fidelity, which is derived from either active or passive teleportation
experiments, satisfies the process criterion, the experimental process is identified as genuine quantum teleportation (GQT) and
is marked with a
√
. For experiments that can perform the measurements for QPT and obtain the process matrix χexpt, the
quantum composition α and quantum robustness β are both measurable (
√
) in principle to quantify the degree of quantumness
in χexpt.
Quantum technology Process fidelity GQT α, β
Active Passive measurable?
Photonic qubits Polarization [31, 32] 75%∗ [31] 70%∗ [32]
√
Time-bins [55] 77% 84%
√ √
NMR [5] ∼ 90% √ √
Atomic ensembles Cold discrete-variable matter-to-matter [33] 87%
√ √
Trapped atoms Trapped ions [56] 73%
√ √
Trapped ions and photonic carriers [34] 84%
√ √
Neutral atoms in an optical cavity [57] 82%∗
√
Solid state Polarization qubit to rare-earth crystal [58] 83.5%∗
√
Superconducting qubits on chip [35] 53.9% 65.5%
√
Nitrogen-vacancy centres in diamonds [36] 65.5%∗
∗We use the reported experimental values averaged over possible state fidelities for a finite number of input and output states to
represent the experimental average state fidelity F¯expt,s. The process fidelity Fexpt is then derived from F¯expt,s through Eq. (4) [44].
unsteerable. Moreover, for 0.5 < Fexpt ≤ 0.683 (i.e.,
0.667 < F¯expt,s ≤ 0.789), the resulting teleportation
process cannot be simulated by the measure-prepare
strategy, but can still be described by the classical-
teleportation model, χCT, i.e., α = 0 and β = 0. (See
Methods for a concrete example with pnoise = 0.5.)
When pnoise ≥ 0.667, χexpt(pnoise) are classical with
respect to the measure-prepare strategy.
(b) Genuine quantum teleportation in practical experi-
ments. In order to illustrate that our formalism for char-
acterizing and identifying genuine quantum teleportation
is experimentally feasible, we review herein the measure-
ments performed in several existing teleportation experi-
ments and show that the methods introduced in Eqs. (9),
(12) and (13) can be used to evaluate the experimental
results.
If a teleportation experiment is capable of implement-
ing measurements of QPT, the experimental process ma-
trix χexpt derived from the QPT measurements can be
readily quantified in terms of α (12) and β (13). More-
over, its process fidelity can be examined using the pro-
cess fidelity criterion (9) or state fidelity criterion (11).
To implement QPT, the capability of preparing four in-
put states of teleportation, namely |0〉, |1〉, |+〉, and |R〉,
is required. Moreover, it is necessary to tomographically
analyze their corresponding output states, from which
χexpt can be obtained according to Eq. (1). Once χexpt
has been measured, the process fidelity Fexpt can be de-
termined and α and β can be calculated using SDP. It
is worth noting that the experimental average state fi-
delity, F¯expt,s, can also be obtained by measuring Fexpt
via Eq. (4) [44]. Notably, our methods for evaluating
χexpt can be applied to experiments where either Bob
can apply conditional local operations in real-time before
Victor’s verification (i.e., active teleportation), or feed-
forward is not realized or is simulated in post-processing
(i.e., passive teleportation) [12].
In the five quantum teleportation technologies re-
ported in [5, 31–36, 55–58], the experimental teleporta-
tions are either examined by implementing tomographic
experiments to obtain full knowledge of χexpt and the
process fidelity Fexpt, or evaluated by measuring the state
fidelity averaged over the possible fidelities of the input
states ρin,m and output states ρout,m for a finite number
of input and output states. Table I summarizes the ex-
perimental fidelities in these experiments and indicates
whether the corresponding results can be identified as
genuine quantum teleportation in accordance with the
fidelity criterion (9).
III. DISCUSSION
We have developed herein a new benchmark consist-
ing of fidelity criteria and quantitative identifications to
examine the extent to which quantum teleportation can
ultimately be performed without the use of maximally
entangled EPR pairs. A general model of classical tele-
portation has additionally been introduced to evaluate
the prescribed quantum teleportation of an experimental
process. We have shown that classical teleportation can
fully describe the measure-prepare procedure for telepor-
tation [30], including the extended version proposed in
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Ref. [39]. In particular, a new state fidelity criterion of
F¯expt,s > 0.789, i.e., the process fidelity of Fexpt > 0.683,
has been introduced to identify genuine quantum telepor-
tation for which the general classical-teleportation model
is intractable. It has been shown that this criterion is
stricter than the existing criterion of F¯expt,s > 0.667 for
surpassing the measure-prepare mimicry. We have addi-
tionally demonstrated that EPR steering powers genuine
quantum teleportation to outperform classical teleporta-
tion, rather than entanglement. The proposed formalism
determines, for the first time, the capability to mimic
generic quantum dynamics using unsteerable states.
Regarding potential extensions of the proposed con-
cept and method, future studies might usefully examine
the applicability of the framework to quantum networks,
which require the teleportation of genuinely multipartite
entangled qubits for performing communication or com-
putation [15–19, 26, 28, 29], where each qubit is trans-
mitted via an individual teleportation channel. Such an
investigation would be of benefit in determining how clas-
sical teleportation affects the characteristics of the tele-
ported multi-qubit states. In particular, it is of signifi-
cant interest for identifying the state resources required
to perform networking quantum-information tasks which
surpass classical mimicries.
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METHODS
A. Process matrix
According to the quantum operations formalism [41,
42], the input states ρin and output states ρout of tele-
portation can be associated via the following dynamical
mapping:
χexpt : ρin 7→ ρout.
That is, the output state can be explicitly represented as
ρout ≡ χexpt[ρin] =
4∑
k=1
4∑
j=1
χexpt,kjMkρinM
†
j , (34)
where Mk = |k1〉〈k2|, Mj = |j1〉〈j2|, k = 1+k1 +2k2, and
j = 1 + j1 + 2j2 for k1, k2, j1, j2 ∈ {0, 1}. To determine
the coefficients χexpt,kj which constitute the process ma-
trix χexpt, let us consider the following four input states:
ρin = |0〉〈0| , |0〉〈1| , |1〉〈0| , |1〉〈1|. From Eq. (34), we obtain
the corresponding output states as follows:
χexpt[|0〉〈0|] = χexpt,11|0〉〈0|+ χexpt,12 |0〉〈1|
+χexpt,21 |1〉〈0|+ χexpt,22 |1〉〈1|
=
[
χexpt,11 χexpt,12
χexpt,21 χexpt,22
]
,
χexpt[|0〉〈1|] = χexpt,13 |0〉〈0|+ χexpt,14 |0〉〈1|
+χexpt,23 |1〉〈0|+ χexpt,24 |1〉〈1|
=
[
χexpt,13 χexpt,14
χexpt,23 χexpt,24
]
,
χexpt[|1〉〈0|] = χexpt,31 |0〉〈0|+ χexpt,32 |0〉〈1|
+χexpt,41 |1〉〈0|+ χexpt,42 |1〉〈1|
=
[
χexpt,31 χexpt,32
χexpt,41 χexpt,42
]
,
χexpt[|1〉〈1|] = χexpt,33 |0〉〈0|+ χexpt,34 |0〉〈1|
+χexpt,43 |1〉〈0|+ χexpt,44 |1〉〈1|
=
[
χexpt,33 χexpt,34
χexpt,43 χexpt,44
]
.
It is clear that, once the density matrices of these four
output states are known, the coefficients χexpt,kj can
be determined. One can use the method of quantum
state tomography [41] to acquire a full knowledge of
the output state density matrices χexpt[|m〉〈m|] = ρout,m
for m = 0, 1. Moreover, since the coherence terms
can be decomposed as |0〉〈1| = |+〉〈+|+ i |R〉〈R|− Iˆ and
|1〉〈0| = |+〉〈+|−i |R〉〈R|−Iˆ†, their output states are experi-
mentally obtainable by measuring the density matrices of
ρout,+ and ρout,R, i.e., χexpt[|0〉〈1|] = ρout,++iρout,R−I˜out
and χexpt[|1〉〈0|] = ρout,+−iρout,R− I˜†out. Therefore, with
the above results, we arrive at Eq. (1) and conclude that
χexpt =
1
2

χexpt,11 χexpt,12 χexpt,13 χexpt,14
χexpt,21 χexpt,22 χexpt,23 χexpt,24
χexpt,31 χexpt,32 χexpt,33 χexpt,34
χexpt,41 χexpt,42 χexpt,43 χexpt,44

=
1
2
[
ρout,0 ρout,++iρout,R−I˜out
ρout,+−iρout,R−I˜†out ρout,1
]
,
(35)
where the factor of 1/2 is a normalization constant set
such that χexpt can be treated as a density matrix.
B. The average output state from the
measure-prepare procedure
In the measure-prepare strategy, Alice measures the
unknown input state directly, and then sends the re-
sults via a classical communication channel to Bob to
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prepare the output state of teleportation [30]. Adopt-
ing the von Neumann measurement approach [43], every
measurement can be divided into two parts, namely the
interaction between the two systems, i.e., the input state
system and the measuring device system; and the manner
in which the state of the measuring device is read. In or-
der to acquire the information about the input state |m〉,
Alice lets the input state interact with the measuring de-
vice, where the subsequent evolution of the input state
takes place in accordance with an orthonormal basis de-
noted as {|i〉}. After each interaction round, Alice reads
the final state of the measuring device and sends Bob
a message via a classical channel to prepare the output
state |i′〉 ∈ {|i〉}. Given a sufficient number of rounds,
the output state ρm can be described by considering all
the |i′〉 prepared by Bob in each round.
The interaction between the orthonormal basis |i〉 of
the input state and the initial state of the measuring
device |φ0〉MD can be described by
|i〉 |φ0〉MD →
∑
f
|f〉 |φif 〉MD, (36)
where |f〉 are the final states of the input state |i〉 and are
not necessarily orthogonal to each other or normalized.
In addition, |φif 〉MD are the final states of the measuring
device, which correspond to the evolution from |i〉 to |f〉
of the input-state system. The dimension of |φif 〉MD can
be larger than or equal to that of the input state.
For general measurements, the final states of the mea-
suring device |φif 〉MD need not be orthogonal to each
other, nor normalized. The only constraint is∑
f
〈φif |φjf 〉MD MD = δij , (37)
which ensures that the orthonormal basis |i〉 that inter-
acted with the measuring device can be identified. For
an arbitrary input state |m〉, the evolution of the total
system is given as
|m〉 |φ0〉MD →
∑
i,f
〈i|m〉 |f〉 |φif 〉MD. (38)
After each round of interaction between the input state
and measuring device, Alice acquires the outcome by ap-
plying the one-dimensional projection operator Pi′f ′ =
|φi′f ′〉MD 〈φi
′
f ′ |MD onto the measuring device. To distin-
guish input states in the orthonormal basis |i〉 with the
clearest distinction, the projectors Pi′f ′ are orthogonal to
each other for different i′ and f ′. For the input state |m〉,
the probability of measuring |φi′f ′〉MD is
pi′,f ′,m=
∑
i,i′′,f,f ′′
〈m|i〉〈i′′|m〉 tr(|f〉〈f ′′|⊗|φif 〉MD 〈φi
′′
f ′′ |MD I⊗Pi′f ′).
(39)
Since the projectors Pi′f ′ are orthogonal to each other,
i.e., tr(PifPi′f ′) = tr(|φif 〉MD 〈φif |MD |φi
′
f ′〉MD 〈φi
′
f ′ |MD ) =
δii′δff ′ , the probability pi′,f ′,m can be re-written as
pi′,f ′,m =
∑
i,i′′,f,f ′′
〈m|i〉〈i′′|m〉δii′δi′i′′δff ′δf ′f ′′
tr(|f〉〈f ′′|⊗|φif 〉MD 〈φi
′′
f ′′ |MD I⊗Pi′f ′)
= 〈m|i′〉〈i′|m〉tr(|f ′〉〈f ′|⊗|φi′f ′〉MD 〈φi
′
f ′ |MD I⊗Pi′f ′).
(40)
According to Eq. (36), Pi′f ′ projects the state of the mea-
suring device onto the final state |φi′f ′〉MD, which describes
the evolution from |i′〉 to |f ′〉 of the input-state system.
Alice then asks Bob to prepare state |i′〉. After a suf-
ficient number of runs, the output state ρm can be de-
scribed by
ρm =
∑
i′,f ′
pi′,f ′,m |i′〉〈i′| . (41)
Since the projectors Pi′f ′ form a complete set of or-
thogonal projectors, if the input state is |i〉, the
sum of probabilities for different results is one,
i.e.,
∑
i′,f,f ′,f ′′ δii′δff ′δf ′f ′′tr(|f〉〈f ′′|⊗|φif 〉MD 〈φif ′′ |MD I⊗
Pi′f ′) =
∑
f ′ tr(|f ′〉〈f ′|⊗|φi
′
f ′〉MD 〈φi
′
f ′ |MD I⊗Pi′f ′) = 1, and
the output state ρm can be re-written as
ρm
=
∑
i′,f ′
〈m|i′〉〈i′|m〉tr(|f ′〉〈f ′|⊗|φi′f ′〉MD 〈φi
′
f ′|MD I⊗Pi′f ′)|i′〉〈i′|
=
∑
i′
〈m|i′〉〈i′|m〉
∑
f ′
tr(|f ′〉〈f ′|⊗|φi′f ′〉MD 〈φi
′
f ′|MD I⊗Pi′f ′)|i′〉〈i′|
=
∑
i′
pi′,m |i′〉〈i′| , (42)
where pi′,m = 〈m|i′〉〈i′|m〉 = |〈i′|m〉|2.
The state (42) corresponds to Eq. (3) for measuring
only one observable, say Ak′ . See also Fig. 1b. In
general, Alice can use more than one measurement
device to measure the input state |m〉 with respect to
different observables Ak with eigenbases {|ak〉}. Thus,
the output state ρm can be represented by Eq. (3) where
pk is the probability that Alice chooses the measurement
device for measuring Ak.
C. Proof of Fs = Fexpt in Eq. (32)
We assume that the EPR pair of the state |φ+〉 for tele-
portation (Fig. 1a) is replaced by a pair with the state
ρexpt. To consider how the resulting teleportation de-
pends on the proportion of |φ+〉 in ρexpt, we first repre-
sent ρexpt in the basis consisting of the outer products of
the Bell states, and arrive at
ρexpt =
∑
b,d=φ±,ψ±
fbd |b〉〈d| , (43)
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where fbd are the entries of the density matrix ρexpt. Note
that the state fidelity Fs in Eq. (32) is equal to the coef-
ficient fφ+φ+ .
Ideally, as |φ+〉 is used to teleport the input state
ρin,m, the whole process acts as an identity operation
(see Eq. (2)). By contrast, when |φ+〉 is replaced with the
other Bell states: |φ−〉, |ψ+〉 and |ψ−〉, and teleportation
is assumed to be implemented using the same protocol
designed for |φ+〉, the corresponding output states be-
come: Zρin,mZ
†, Xρin,mX† and Y ρin,mY †, respectively.
Therefore, when ρexpt (43) is used for teleportation, we
obtain the following output state:
ρout,m = χexpt[ρin,m] =
∑
b,d=φ±,ψ±
fbdEbρin,mE
†
d, (44)
where Eφ+ = I, Eφ− = Z, Eψ+ = X and Eψ− = Y .
Equation (44) shows that the coefficients fab constitute
the process matrix of χexpt in the basis of the Pauli
matrices {I,X, Y, Z}, rather than the normal basis used
in Eq. (34). In other words, fφ+φ+ can be considered as
the process fidelity of experimental teleportation χexpt
and ideal teleportation, χI, Fexpt. We therefore conclude
that Fs = Fexpt.
D. Extended measure-prepare model described
by (6) and (7)
In this section, we show that Eqs. (24), (25) and (27)–
(31) can describe the extended measure-prepare model
proposed in Ref. [39] using our classical model in (6)
and (7).
(i) Product measurement. We show that the outputs
states of the case using product measurement in the ex-
tended measure-prepare model [Eqs. (22) and (23)] can
be described by Eqs. (24) and (25) according to Eqs. (6)
and (7). From the output states of classical teleporta-
tion [Eqs. (6) and (7)] and the extended measure-prepare
model [Eqs. (22) and (23)] ρout,m for m = 0, 1, +, −, R
and L, the following system of six bilinear equations can
be obtained:
ρout,0 =
∑
ξ=1,3,5,7
2P (λAξ )ρ
B
ξ =
∑
a
P (a|0)UaρBa U†a ,
ρout,1 =
∑
ξ=2,4,6,8
2P (λAξ )ρ
B
ξ =
∑
a
P (a|1)UaρBa U†a ,
ρout,+ =
∑
ξ=1,2,3,4
2P (λAξ )ρ
B
ξ =
∑
a
P (a|+)UaρBa U†a ,
ρout,− =
∑
ξ=5,6,7,8
2P (λAξ )ρ
B
ξ =
∑
a
P (a|−)UaρBa U†a ,
ρout,R =
∑
ξ=1,2,5,6
2P (λAξ )ρ
B
ξ =
∑
a
P (a|R)UaρBa U†a ,
ρout,L =
∑
ξ=3,4,7,8
2P (λAξ )ρ
B
ξ =
∑
a
P (a|L)UaρBa U†a .(45)
There are 16 variables, P (λAξ ) and ρ
B
ξ for ξ = 1, 2, ..., 8,
in Eq (45). By assuming P (λAξ ) = 1/8 for ξ = 1, 2, ..., 8
(24), Eq. (45) becomes a system of linear equations in-
volving 8 variables and thus has more than one solution.
To solve ρBξ , one can sum specific equations in (45). For
example, for ρB1 , which represents the corresponding par-
ticle state of the pre-existing state λA1 (+1,+1,+1) (6)
and is a constituent of ρout,0, ρout,+ and ρout,R (45), one
can sum the equations of ρout,0, ρout,+, and ρout,R and
obtain
ρout,0 + ρout,+ + ρout,R
= (
∑
ξ=1,3,5,7
1
4
ρBξ ) + (
∑
ξ=1,2,3,4
1
4
ρBξ ) + (
∑
ξ=1,2,5,6
1
4
ρBξ )
=
1
4
(3ρB1 +2ρ
B
2 +2ρ
B
3 +ρ
B
4 +2ρ
B
5 +ρ
B
6 +ρ
B
7 ). (46)
From Eq. (6), (ρB2 + ρ
B
7 )/2 describes the output state of
the input state I/2, denoted as Iout/2, since the mea-
surement outcomes of I/2 can be described by the equal
mixture of the two pre-existing states, λA2 and λ
A
7 . Sim-
ilarly, (ρB3 + ρ
B
6 )/2 = (ρ
B
4 + ρ
B
5 )/2 = Iout/2. From the
pre-existing states in (6), (ρB2 +ρ
B
3 +ρ
B
5 )/3 describes the
output of one-third λA1 and two-thirds I/2, i.e.,
ρB2 + ρ
B
3 + ρ
B
5
3
=
1
3
ρB1 +
2
3
Iout
2
.
ρout,0 + ρout,+ + ρout,R in (46) can then be re-written as
ρout,0+ρout,++ρout,R
=
1
4
[3ρB1 +(ρ
B
2 +ρ
B
7 )+(ρ
B
3 +ρ
B
6 )+(ρ
B
4 +ρ
B
5 )+(ρ
B
2 +ρ
B
3 +ρ
B
5 )]
= ρB1 +2
Iout
2
.
From Eq. (22), since I/2 = (|0〉〈0|+ |1〉〈1|)/2, Iout/2 is
Iout
2
=
1
2
(ρout,0 + ρout,1)
=
1
2
∑
a
[P (a|0) + P (a|1)]UaρBa U†a
=
1
2
∑
a
[
P (a, 0)
P (0)
+
P (a, 1)
P (1)
]
Uaρ
B
a U
†
a
=
∑
a
P (a)Uaρ
B
a U
†
a ,
under the assumption of a normal distribution of input
m, i.e., P (m) = 1/2 ∀m. Thus, the solution of ρB1 (25)
is obtained through
ρout,0 + ρout,+ + ρout,R
= ρB1 + 2
∑
a
P (a)Uaρ
B
a U
†
a
=
∑
a
[P (a|0) + P (a|+) + P (a|R)]UaρBa U†a
and one gets
ρB1 =
∑
a
[P (a|0) + P (a|+) + P (a|R)− 2P (a)]UaρBa U†a .
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The solution of ρBξ in (25) can be obtained in a similar
fashion.
(ii) Bell-state measurement. For the case where the Al-
ice’s measurements are partial Bell-state measurements,
we first present the derivation of Eqs. (27) and (28), i.e.,
the P (λAξ |a′) and ρBξ,a′ used to describe the state ρout,m,a′
(26). We then show that Eq. (29) can be represented in
the form of (6) and (7) with P (λ′Aξ ) (30) and ρ
′B
ξ (31).
To describe the output states ρout,m,a′ (26) with the
pre-existing states λAξ and ρ
B
ξ , we first rewrite the condi-
tional probability P (m|κ, a′) in (26) as
P (m|κ, a′) =
∑
ξ
P (m,λAξ |κ, a′)
=
∑
ξ
P (λAξ |κ, a′)P (m|λAξ , κ, a′).
According to Eq. (6), conditioned on a specific m = m′,
P (m|λAξ , κ, a′) is nonzero for specific ξ. Thus, P (m′|κ, a′)
becomes
P (m′|κ, a′) =
∑
ξ|m′
P (λAξ |κ, a′). (47)
Substituting Eq. (47) into Eq. (26), ρout,m,a′ can be re-
written as
ρout,m,a′ =
1
P (m|a′)
∑
ξ|m
∑
κ
pκP (λ
A
ξ |κ, a′)ρBκ
=
∑
ξ|m
∑
κ
2pκP (λ
A
ξ |κ, a′)ρBκ , (48)
under the assumption of a normal distribution of the in-
put states, i.e., P (m|a′) = 1/2. We then define ρBξ,a′
which is in the form shown in (28), and P (λAξ |a′) =∑
κ P (λ
A
ξ , κ|a′). The output states ρout,m,a′ in Eq. (48)
can then be re-written as
ρout,m,a′ =
∑
ξ|m
2P (λAξ |a′)ρBξ,a′ .
Regarding the input states for QPT, i.e., m = 0, 1, +,
and R, the corresponding output states ρout,0,a′ , ρout,1,a′ ,
ρout,+,a′ , and ρout,R,a′ are given as
ρout,0,a′ =
∑
ξ=1,3,5,7
2P (λAξ |a′)ρBξ,a′ ,
ρout,1,a′ =
∑
ξ=2,4,6,8
2P (λAξ |a′)ρBξ,a′ ,
ρout,+,a′ =
∑
ξ=1,2,3,4
2P (λAξ |a′)ρBξ,a′ ,
ρout,R,a′ =
∑
ξ=1,2,5,6
2P (λAξ |a′)ρBξ,a′ ,
and can be described by our classical-teleportation model
in (6) and (7).
Considering the correction Ua for each case a in
Eq. (21), the output states ρout,m become the form shown
in (29) and consist of the pre-existing recipe for classi-
cal teleportation used in each case a, i.e., P (λAξ |a) and
ρBξ,a. Since P (λ
A
ξ , a) = P (λ
A
ξ )P (a|λAξ ), through the def-
initions of P (λAξ ) and ρ
B
ξ in (30) and (31), respectively,
the output states ρout,m in (29) become
ρout,m =
∑
ξ|m
2P (λAξ )
∑
a
P (a|λAξ )UaρBξ,aU†a
=
∑
ξ|m
2P (λAξ )ρ
B
ξ , (49)
which has the same form as Eq. (7) and shows that the
extended measure-prepare model is a special case of clas-
sical teleportation.
E. Example of classical teleportation χCT in Fig. 3
Consider the example in Fig. 3 in the main text, which
shows Fexpt for the case where the entanglement source
of a teleportation experiment mixes with white noise
and becomes ρW(pnoise) (see Eq. (33)). In the range
0.423 ≤ pnoise < 0.667, where 0.5 < Fexpt ≤ 0.683,
the teleportation process, χexpt(pnoise), cannot be sim-
ulated by the measure-prepare strategy, but can still be
described by the classical-teleportation model, χCT. For
example, given a white noise intensity of pnoise = 0.5, the
teleportation process with Fexpt = 0.625:
χexpt(0.5) =

0.375 0 0 0.250
0 0.125 0 0
0 0 0.125 0
0.250 0 0 0.375
 , (50)
can be described by χCT with P (λ
A
ξ ) = 1/8 for ξ =
1, 2, ..., 8,
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ρB1 =
[
0.75 0.25(1− i)
0.25(1 + i) 0.25
]
, ρB2 =
[
0.25 0.25(1− i)
0.25(1 + i) 0.75
]
, ρB3 =
[
0.75 0.25(1 + i)
0.25(1− i) 0.25
]
,
ρB4 =
[
0.25 0.25(1 + i)
0.25(1− i) 0.75
]
, ρB5 =
[
0.75 −0.25(1 + i)
−0.25(1− i) 0.25
]
, ρB6 =
[
0.25 −0.25(1 + i)
−0.25(1− i) 0.75
]
,
ρB7 =
[
0.75 −0.25(1− i)
−0.25(1 + i) 0.25
]
, ρB8 =
[
0.25 −0.25(1− i)
−0.25(1 + i) 0.75
]
.
See Eqs. (6) and (8) in the main text for details.
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